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General Discussion Items
- Profile sections 9 (Image/Software Analysis) and 10 (Image Interpretation) discussed
- Profile based on Whole body (single exception being brain)
- Primary vs. metastatic disease spread discussed; additional clarification needed
- Profile Claim language and details required to meet Claims discussed
  - Additional wordsmithing needed
- Lesion detection vs. characterization discussed
- Response criteria
- Essence of Claim – “It’s the Volume that Matters”

Next steps:
- Thresholds need to be identified for all Claims
- Mr Buckler to mark-up and post current Profile version to the WIKI; everyone encouraged to mark-up as well
  - Section feedback encouraged for 9.2 and 9.3
- Will resume discussion on next Advanced Disease Authoring Call on April 25, 2011 at 11 am CDT